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Accountability for developing, deploying, and using any emerging

weapons system was affirmed as a guiding principle by the Group of

Governmental Experts on Emerging Technologies in the Area of

Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems. Yet advances in emerging technologies

present accountability challenges throughout the life cycle of a weapons system.

Mindful of a lack of progress at the Meeting of the High Contracting Parties to

the Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain

Conventional Weapons since , when the Guiding Principles were affirmed,

this essay argues for a mechanism capable of imputing accountability when indi-

vidual agent accountability is exceeded, forensic accountability unreliable, and

aspects of political accountability fail. It offers a working definition of account-

ability and builds an ethical case for imputed accountability to be incorporated

practicably as a priority for policy-making in global governance. Assuming an eth-

ical baseline that human beings should be able to demand a reckoning from other

human beings for killings, the challenge is to make practicable the requirement for

humans to remain at all times accountable for the use of lethal force. The concept

of imputed accountability is shown to be needed in order to link together two

broad categories of ethical judgment with lethal autonomous weapon systems

(LAWS) deployed during war: the criterion of legality under international law

and the locus of culpability for violations and omissions to fulfill obligations

under the law.
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This essay begins by discussing a general understanding of accountability and

proceeds to show the limitations of agential accountability, forensic accountability,

and political accountability. It argues that these are insufficient to capture the type

of accountability that is needed for LAWS. Instead, it proposes the need for

imputed accountability as a way of identifying who ought to be accountable for

actions that take place outside of the existing limited framework.

Agent Accountability

Accountability is a particular form of responsibility: “the obligation to explain

one’s action to a forum.” To be accountable is to be required to stand answerable

before other(s) for something. Agent accountability is the view that a human agent

is required to render an account within a governance framework for actions per-

formed (or not performed). In criminal jurisprudence, agent accountability entails

the relationship of the agent (whether an individual person, team, recognizable

social group, company, or other such entity) within a context that yields an expec-

tation of account-giving. Anthony Duff describes a triadic relationship in which

agent A may be held answerable before the law for action X done to person B,

by virtue of both A and B being members of a unit of accountability, typically

a nation-state. As a form of “backward-looking responsibility,” which provides

an account of events after their occurrence, agent accountability presupposes a

normative framework within which judgment is made. Agent accountability

can extend to actions or failures beyond commissions or omissions by the individ-

uals in question. Companies and managers can be held liable, for instance, for

accidents in their workplaces or organizations if they did not reasonably ensure

compliance with relevant safety and health codes.

The importance of agent accountability for the taking of human life is recog-

nized across the world’s many cultures, religions, and philosophies. The Hebrew

Bible establishes universal standards for answerability when blood is shed (Gen.

:–). The requirement is for a reckoning (in Hebrew, adrsh) for bloodshed at

the hand of every human being. The verb dāraš, meaning to enquire or seek

with care, is repeated in the chapter to increase the intensity of an investigative

and insistent demand. The Qur’an requires respect for human life because the

murder of one is an insult to all: “It is as though he slew all men” (Qur’an :).

Russian Orthodox Christians are taught to regard murder as arising from “the

darkened state of the human heart.” Daoism has its views of murder, crime,
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and punishment within the cosmic lifeforce known as qi. Qi principles maintain

stability and harmony in society by exacting punishment upon wrongdoing.

International human rights law recognizes the right to life (Art. , Universal

Declaration of Human Rights), and rules of customary international humanitarian

law prohibit the “arbitrary deprivation of the right to life.” How then should

agent accountability be approached in the light of such widespread and broadly

similar recognition of the requirement?

As a religious organization that participates at the Convention on Certain

Conventional Weapons (CCW), the Holy See set out standards for human

agent accountability for LAWS at war during the Sixth Review Conference of

the High Contracting Parties in December . The Holy See outlined a norma-

tive and operational framework for LAWS centered around adequate, meaningful,

and consistent human supervision. Insistent that LAWS can never be morally

accountable for their actions, the Holy See called for human supervision sufficient

to preserve ethical principles, able to guide the use of weapon systems, and con-

sistent such that LAWS would never “have the capacity to contradict what the

human authority has prescribed as the main purpose or result of its interven-

tion.” While the authority level of this CCW contribution falls below that of

an apostolic declaration or encyclical, the Holy See’s intervention on the interna-

tional stage clarifies, in effect, what is necessary for “a reckoning for bloodshed”

(Gen. :–). At its simplest: decision-making about the taking of human life

should not be delegated to a weapon system but maintained as a matter of

human agent accountability.

Interpreting and applying this standard is far from simple, however, as LAWS

vary in design and capability, as politico-strategic and tactical pressures build, and

as the places and types of accountable decision-making multiply. Features avail-

able to LAWS mean that decisions about how they perform extend across their

life cycle of creation and use, from commissioning and procurement, through

industry interpretation of user needs and technical development, to postmission

analysis and review. Accountability decisions about the taking of human life pre-

cede and follow choices made during use. As characterized by Floridi and Sanders,

the available features of artificial agency include: () interactivity, whereby the

environment and systems can act upon each other to change an output or previ-

ously made decision; () autonomy, as the ability, without reference to a human,

to “perform internal transitions” that change its state; and () adaptability,

whereby LAWS “learn their own mode of operation” in a way that depends
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critically on experience. These features require restrictive decision-making at the

design and readying phases if international humanitarian law (IHL) violations are

to be avoided; that is, to prevent a lethal autonomous weapons system from adapt-

ing and “learning” new targets during use that IHL prohibits. Unless trained and

restricted to preclude unacceptable unpredictability, no human agent accountabil-

ity on the battlefield can compensate for decisions made (or not made) elsewhere.

Forensic Accountability

As we have seen, an explanation of accountability for taking human lives cannot

be limited to agent accountability in a world in which LAWS exist. Instead,

accountability needs to include something more. An additional type of explana-

tion is “forensic accountability,” which for our purposes denotes the multifaceted

nature of accountability that has, at its core, an obligation to inform and justify

one’s conduct to an appropriate authority. In AI, this kind of account is widely

recognized in engineering and industry as an indispensable imperative for the pro-

fessions involved inter alia in the design and eventual use of LAWS:

“Accountability is a cornerstone of the governance of artificial intelligence

(AI).” Novelli, Taddeo, and Floridi define “accountability in AI” as “a relation

of answerability requiring authority recognition, interrogation, and limitation of

power.” They specify forensic accountability through seven features: context,

range, agent, forum, standard, process, and implications, and further discuss a

set of values, practices, measures, and goals for an accountability “architecture”

that accountability may serve in a governance framework. Within such a frame-

work, forensic accountability is integral to juridical accountability whereby the

deployment of LAWS would be subject to investigation by appropriate profession-

als, such as judges and prosecutors, within a court or tribunal system.

Forensic accountability can be derived as an obligation owed by states to the

international community as outlined in Article  of Protocol Additional to

the Geneva Conventions of August ,  (Protocol I), which puts a High

Contracting Party under the obligation to determine whether the development,

acquisition, or adoption of a new weapon, or whether the means or method of war-

fare, would, “in some or all circumstances, be prohibited by this Protocol or by any

other rule of international law applicable to the High Contracting Party.” States

must ensure that all weapon systems, including LAWS, comply with Article 

and other requirements of IHL and conduct weapons review processes.
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Regrettably, as Natalia Jevglevskaja summarizes, “Article  has been marked by

poor implementation.” While some states meet their obligation by deploying inde-

pendent delegations for international law monitoring of arms projects, a majority do

not have such delegations or other review mechanisms in place.

Such weaknesses in forensic accountability at the state level, combined with lack

of progress at the CCW toward a binding legal measure—due to the absence of

support from a minority of states, notably the United States, United Kingdom,

China, and Russia—pushes companies and industries to self-regulate and explore

these ethical questions themselves. In a blog post on its website, the defense

technology company QinetiQ asks, “As a community of innovators, how great

is our share of the responsibility for ensuring the ethical development of defence

technology?” The post acknowledges a tension in defense between taking sufficient

time to consider the ethical implications of new technologies and deploying new

capabilities quickly and decisively enough to maintain the advantage over adver-

saries. “This tension is growing in the st century as technology advances at an

ever-increasing rate; becoming more powerful, diverse, and accessible.”

Similarly, aerospace and defense company SAAB publishes a podcast that featured

an episode looking at the rights and wrongs of autonomous systems.

In the absence of clear governance, military ethicist George Lucas concluded his

book Law, Ethics and Emerging Military Technologies: Confronting Disruptive

Innovation, which focuses on the ethical challenges of emerging military technol-

ogies, with eleven baseline guiding principles of voluntary behavior aimed at

incorporating ethical concerns into clear engineering design specifications and

operational outcomes. REAIM , or the Summit on Responsible Artificial

Intelligence in the Military Domain, is an international conference focused on

the use of AI in military technologies that exemplified good multistakeholder

engagement, including government representatives. Given lack of progress at

the CCW since , however, states and companies will inevitably adopt highly

variable interpretations of Article  and industry principles. Calls for adequate,

meaningful, and consistent forensic accountability will be interpreted and applied

differently across states, industry, locations, and cultures.

Political Accountability

The failure to achieve consistent forensic accountability at the international

level can be charged to a failure of political accountability more broadly.
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Political accountability is an essentially contestable notion. Since its practicable

meaning “depends on the resolution of contestable normative issues[,] dis-

agreements are therefore to be expected.” Political accountability with respect

to weapons control nationally and internationally concerns the functioning of

institutions obligated to ensure the law, procedures, and oversight mechanisms

that forensic accountability requires. Agents owing political accountability are

those with responsibility nationally or internationally for continuous lawmak-

ing in the face of technological advance, most notably the High Contracting

Parties to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons and their

Governmental Experts. For our purposes, political accountability denotes a

duty owed by parties to the CCW to fellow parties and the global citizens

whom they represent for expectation setting and legal provision for forensic

accountability.

Of concern is how political accountability falters when relationships of trust are

absent among those obligated both to devise and to operate according to the rel-

evant rules, since many states have self-interested reasons to avoid governance.

Witness the lack of congruence between the Contracting Parties to the CCW,

which threatens the meaningfulness of political accountability among them.

“It’s b****hit and they know it’s b****hit . . . because it’s the same, every time

they come out with this rubbish about what consensus means for bringing people

together and building bridges,” remarked Richard Moyes, managing director of

the nonprofit organization Article , on January , , following the CCW

Review Conference. Some states, Moyes argued, want the breakdown of

norm setting and to maintain a failure to attain granularity in the shared

understanding of how international law applies, because a loose legal framework

permits an unrestrained quest for competitive advantage: “The CCW

mode of work allows them to prevail.” The CCW can, of course, exercise its

authority only on the sufferance of its members; it is dependent wholly on

“the common will of states to act in concert.” In the absence of this common

will, states cannot routinely rely upon the international community to hold

states to account around agent responsibility and the conduct of forensic

accountability. The international community faces, at least potentially, a mod-

ern variant of iudicium cessans (judgment unavailable) whereby accountability

mechanisms are absent and weapons control degenerates into state-specific or

regional standards and regulatory requirements, or what is in effect a global

“free-for-all.”
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Imputed Accountability

This brings us to a crucial point in our consideration of accountability for the tak-

ing of human life with LAWS at war. If competition between states in the devel-

opment, acquisition, and adoption of new weapons technologies is not to become

a global free-for-all, the above-discussed types of accountability must be supple-

mented with an accountability that not only describes the state or condition of

being required to render an account but also links together two broad categories

of ethical judgment in security and defense: the legality of LAWS under interna-

tional law and the locus of culpability for failures with respect to accountability.

The necessary accountability function may be denoted “imputation,” where

imputation means “to put something on someone’s account”—whether a condem-

nable action, fault, or good action. To impute accountability is to hold an agent(s)

accountable for actions that they might not have committed themselves but are yet

liable for. Imputation places a violation of the law on the account, so to speak, of

someone who can be deemed culpable, or some organization or institution that

may bear collective moral and potentially legal guilt for acts of omission or

commission. “Imputation serves to link a particular action with all its ethical

weight to a particular agent.” Imputed accountability does not substitute for sub-

stantive principles of the kind developed by the Holy See, but is a way of recog-

nizing that human accountability with LAWS at war is no longer a matter only of

individual agent accountability but is also tied to forensic accountability and

aspects of political accountability too. Given that LAWS could so easily become

unpredictable, that forensic accountability is variable, and that political institu-

tions are failing, the need for imputed accountability is clear.

No illusions should be harbored that a credible mechanism capable of imputing

accountability for regulating LAWS is easily achievable in the international com-

munity. The practical and political challenges are many, including support for

them from companies, states, and international governmental organizations. We

face the reality that, across the world’s many cultures, religions, and philosophies,

there is a demand for accountability when human blood is shed, but there are van-

ishingly small prospects for achieving it. Many of the world’s religions appeal to

divine judgment at such a juncture. Some might recall the prophet Amos thunder-

ing against the nations for idolatry, military aggression, economic exploitation,

and inhumanity to the vulnerable: “For three transgressions . . . and for four, I

will not revoke the punishment” (Amos :, , , ). As one of many biblical
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voices expressing divine judgment, Amos was sensitive to the complex business

and national dimensions of accountability that could not be reduced to individual

fault: “I will cut off the ruler from its midst, and will kill all its princes [Hebrew,

sar; also meaning ‘merchants’ or ‘officials’] with him” (Amos :). Divine judg-

ment extended beyond the rulers of the people to traders and administrators.

The belief being expressed here is that God will impute accountability at the

final judgment, if not before. In modern secular contexts, where accountability

as imputation is needed but seemingly unattainable, we find ourselves facing an

accountability gap and are without means of negotiating it.

At the end of the day, accountability for the taking of human life is more of a

human and political challenge than a technical one. A functioning CCW, robust

weapons reviews by states, public interest in such matters, and vibrant nonprofit

and campaigning organizations all have a role to play and can help with the draft-

ing of standards and pushing for legislation. The ethical question for all is whether

and how much accountability for the taking of human life is wanted. As Aquinas

argued, action follows choices, which are judgments of reason about what is to be

done. Judgments of reason are influenced by what is perceived as desirable or

good. Wanting matters. The ethical challenge is to want accountability in

ways that drive action toward achieving it. Wanting accountability generates incli-

nations toward those things that, while perhaps not immediately sufficient to gen-

erate change, form habits that tend toward the production of attractive and

sustainable benefits. With the development of LAWS, when individual agent

accountability for the taking of human life is exceeded, forensic accountability

is unreliable, and aspects of political accountability fail, all relevant modes of

accountability are needed, including accountability imputed.
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Abstract: Accountability for developing, deploying, and using any emerging weapons system is
affirmed as a guiding principle by the Group of Governmental Experts on Emerging
Technologies in the Area of Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems. Yet advances in emerging tech-
nologies present accountability challenges throughout the life cycle of a weapons system. Mindful of
a lack of progress at the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons since , this essay
argues for a mechanism capable of imputing accountability when individual agent accountability
is exceeded, forensic accountability unreliable, and aspects of political accountability fail.
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